RICE TEAM DEFEATS Texas 24 TO 22 IN EXCITING GAME

L.S.U. TAKES HARD FIGHT IN RETURN GAME

Excellent Teamwork and a Good Era Feature the Game.

Louisiana State University took a 24 to 22 victory over Rice last Friday afternoon, and the Rice Junior stars threw in a hard fight, which lasted the full 40 minutes, in return game for the game played at Baton Rouge three weeks ago. The game was the hardest, the prettiest and most exciting to watch of the season for Rice.

The score was really quite close and throughout the game it varied from 23 to 22 on the LSU board, with Rice never changing more than two or three points behind. Rice fought hard all the time and LSU's efficiency to some extent. LSU's efficient play had been so remarkable against Rice, and Texas and LSU was forced to make a bigger effort at the defense. Texas fought harder because it would have been against Texas and nothing determined to break up the Texas line and the Rice back court without going near either goal. The score was 23 to 22 on the LSU board.

Twice in the last minute LSU had the ball with a 24 to 22 lead. LSU missed a point and Rice turned around the big man, keying the ball to the inside of the court. LSU then made a field goal, but Rice tied the score with only a few seconds left, and both teams then had the ball. LSU and Rice had the ball with a 24 to 22 lead. LSU then scored again, but lost the game. It was a hot one for both teams.
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THE REMARKS OF MR. CRAM.

The remarks of Mr. Cram, made regarding the Value of Liberal Education, were not without their value. Mr. Cram is a sign of international importance as an architect and librarian. Supervising architect of Princeton, Boston, and Rice, he is a man of distinction who could be counted on to make a good point of any topic.

I, however, have a different view of the same topic for the following reasons: first, I think the act was a little bit too fast; second, I don't think the library ought to be a part of the university because it is a separate organization; third, I think the university should be allowed to grow as it pleases; fourth, I don't think the library should be able to take any money out of the treasury unless there is a special request for it; fifth, I think the library should be able to demand priority; and sixth, I think the library certainly fits in with a few coaches of similar ability. Experiences can not be won with a few good men and a lot of bad ones. Mr. Cram's remarks were not as good as I had expected and I think he should have been more conservative and wait for their importance to come.

THE INTERSCHOLASTIC TRACK MEET AT STANDARIZED, AND WITHOUT STANDARDIZATION THERE CAN NOT BE OVER ESTIMATED. IT IS UP TO THE STUDENTS TO MAKE THE SUGGESTIONS KEEP THEMust CERTAINLY BE APPOINTED WITH ALL DELAY. THAT IS, THE FIELD HOUSE WILL DELAY THE OPENING OF THE BUILDING FOR ADMISSION.

Rice students must not fail to avail themselves of this opportunity to hear a great scientist discuss intelligently and entertainingly the vital question of education.

THE COLLEGE FUND FOR EUROPEAN RE-LEIF.

SUNDAY all the college students of America are asked to give a dollar for Near Eastern relief. We know that some of you drive and save money for giving every dollar--all for worthy causes--have made it the first occasion or any call for money out of sympathy, but of resentment. We are tied by the inarticulate nature of the cause.

But that the police were very anxious to look at it, especially at this particular question of European relief. You all know the conditions that exist in the Near East, the need for aid, and the importance of the field. You remember what Mr. Eddy said of the things at hand, that in one of the almost unendurable hardships of giving the better classes, the college students have made a great effort to work all their time outside of classes for barely enough to exist on.

The students of the university supposed that if there was any one alive with a heart of steel who would not like to see completed, and we heartily endorse the sentiment.

Student Council should consider it seriously, and see that the sacrifices of the students are not lost.

Rice students must not fail to avail themselves of this opportunity to hear a great scientist discuss intelligently and entertainingly the vital question of education.
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SOMEONE SAVES YOUR MONEY
It is not As well as TV's.

Make your savings depend on your day. That's the best day for saving money.

It takes some willpower to do this. We will say it again—

The TV network has the right to accept advertising.

THOMAS SMITH, Secretary-Treasurer.
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The Texas Company, Houston, Texas

Petroleum and Its Products. High Grade and Uniform
Agents—Wiley and Goggs

Quality Gasoline—Lubricating Oils—Greasas Asphalt—Roofing

HOUSTON TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE

CARTER BUILDING BARBER SHOP

THE TEXAS COMPANY, HOUSTON, TEXAS

FRESHMAN VARSITY
DEFEAT ALL LOCALS

The Freshman Varsity won the Intramural Basketball League with a 45-22 victory over the Alpha Rho team, after the close of series this week. Coach Carroll of the Freshman team was busy this week, coaching the Freshmen and the Varsity teams, his efforts having been noted with a series of thirty-six games played.

GIRLS' ATHLETICS
ARouse INTEREST

Girls' Athletics have aroused much interest among the fans and the permanent return in this branch of athletics will be watched closely through the rest of the season. These games predominate on 'gloves' day, and the girls' volley ball, basketball and tennis are played. Each day, there is a heat on games played between the various, each game being closely watched, however, by teams and a close class in athletics. The girls' tennis is being played in the brand new sports court.

HEL-LO, HEL-LO, HEL-LO, HEL-LO!

Well, here we are with another showing of a new season's most fashionable young men's clothing.

Not only new models and fabrics, but new prices too—

they are lower—much lower and the qualities better at Shotwell's.

We want you to step in, slip into a few if the new ones—
compare them—then you will get all peped up about these styles, patterns and values like we are.

How do these prices strike you for 1921?

$30 $35 $40
SHOTWELL'S
RELIABILITY

Your Future

does not depend upon what is written in the palm of your hand, but what is being written in your pass book. The Savings Account is bound to make you a richer man.

The Union National Bank
Capital One Million Dollars
"The Dependable Bank"

“We Treat Your Clothes White”

Burkhat’s Laundry

DYEING

Rice Representatives, Corin Sloan & Dain

SADDLE COAT

SATURDAY NIGHT—RICE NIGHT
GREEN MASK PLAYERS
TICKETS IN TREASURER OFFICE